Installation instructions
MAGNETIC DOWNLIGHT RANGE
ORL1009-F-HS / ORL1009-F-HS-IP44 / ORL1019-F-HS / ORL1019-F-HS-IP54

ORL1009-F-HS / ORL1009-F-HS-IP44 / ORL1009-F-HS-S /

CIRCULAR
CUT OUT : 82MM

ORL1009-IP44-F-HS-S/

*
112mm

32mm
4mm
89mm

89mm
*Can be moved if needed

ORL1019-F-HS / ORL1019-F-HS-S / ORL1019-F-HS-IP54

CIRCULAR
CUT OUT : 82MM

30° Tilt

*
112mm

32mm
4mm
89mm

89mm

*Can be moved if needed

INSTALLATION - Orlight does not recommend cutting of holes prior to receipt of product in hand.
Please see reverse for full instructions. For further dimensions please refer to www.orlight.com.
Please note: Standards are dependent on the fixture options.

PLEASE OBSERVE MAXIMUM STANDARDS AS STATED ON FIXTURE SPECIFICATIONS.
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We recommend that this product is installed by a competent person in accordance with the latest edition of the IET Wiring Regulations
BS 7671 “Requirements for Electrical Installations” and the Buildings Regulations, as may be applicable subject to the location and
country of the job or installation.
For more information and installation guidelines please refer to “Guide on Lighting Risks and Regulations” which can be downloaded
from the website:
http://www.orlight.com/resources/res/31/Orlight_guide_on_lighting_risks_3.pdf

1. Installation
Step 1 - Cut aperture in the ceiling. We recommend that a sample hole is cut in some scrap material to familiarise yourself with
the installation.
Step 2 - Allow the lighting cable to drop through the aperture. Connect mains cabling to the Terminal Block. Ensure all cables
are neatly dressed away from any secondary heat sources.
Step 3 - Press the ceiling spring clips upwards so they lay against the body of the luminaire and then slot the luminaire into the
aperture.
Step 4 - Restore the electricity and check illumination.
2. Wiring:
Disconnect the mains supply before installation. Ensure that the unit is installed and maintained by a certified professional and that
installation conforms to any local building control standard applicable.
a. For low voltage installation:
 onnect the mains supply to the Orlight transformer and 12V supply from the Orlight transformer to the terminal block provided.
C
Insert inner ring into its outer ring counterpart, which will consequently be held in place magnetically. The fixture may be rotated and
tilted to direct light as required, depending on fixture type chosen.
b. Mains installation:
Connect the mains to the terminal block provided. Insert the lamp within the inner ring and connect to lamp holder. Insert inner ring
into its outer ring counterpart, which will consequently be held in place magnetically. The fixture may be rotated and tilted to direct
light as required, depending on fixture type chosen.
* Please note, all information contained within this instruction manual is provided in good faith. We will not be held responsible for
any losses incurred as a result of any inaccuracies contained within this document.
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